
Zero-Shot Generalization in Offline Reinforcement Learning with WSAC-N

(1) Introduction
● Offline reinforcement learning (RL)  = RL     where 

agent cannot perform actions in environment, only 
has access to static dataset.

● Recent work has shown that offline RL does not 
generalize as well as behavioral cloning (BC). [1]

● We aim to:
○ Compare generalization abilities between WSAC-N 

and baseline BC
○ Investigate effect of dataset size  and quality on 

generalization
● Environment from [2] (see figure 1)

(2) Method
● Propose and implement WSAC-N 
● = SAC-N [3] weighted with weights from SUNRISE DQN 

[4] to downweight actions with high variance
● Generate datasets with varying quality of policies: 

expert, mixed suboptimal-expert, suboptimal, 
random

● Compare generalization of WSAC-N with baseline BC
● Compare effect of dataset size and quality on 

generalization

(3) Generalization
● Zero-shot generalization [5]
● Test sets from [2]:

○ Reachable  = unseen agent location and 
direction, seen topology and goal location

○ Unreachable = unseen agent location, 
direction, topology, seen goal location 

(4) Experiments & Conclusions
a) Generalization of WSAC-N and BC with expert and non-expert datasets as training

Mean rewards over various training steps, using expert datasets (left) and suboptimal datasets (right) for training and
testing on the unreachable test set.

Conclusion: BC 
generalizes 
better than 
WSAC-N with 
both expert and 
non-expert 
datasets.

b) Effect of dataset quality and size on generalization
Conclusion:
Quality of data 
generally has a 
positive impact 
on generalization, 
and dataset size 
has  negligible 
impact on 
generalization.

Mean rewards over training steps, using varying dataset quality as training (left) and varying dataset size as training (right) while
testing on the unreachable test set.
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